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The topological description of flows in the vicinity of a solid boundary, that is familiar from the
aerodynamics literature, has recently been extended to the case of flow at a liquid-gas interface or
a free surface by Lugt [Phys. Fluids 30, 3647 (1987)]. Lugt’s work is revisited in a more general
setting, including nonconstant curvature of the interface and gradients of surface tension, using tools
of modern nonlinear dynamics. Bifurcations of the fow pattern occur at degenerate configurations.
Using the theory of unfolding, this paper gives a complete description of the bifurcations that
depend on terms up to the second order. The general theory of this paper is applied to the topology
of streamlines during the breaking of a wave and to the flow below a stagnant surface film.

I. INTRODUCTION

interface where the surface tension has a maximum or a
minimum.

Topological fluid dynamics is the study of qualitative
properties of fluid flows. In Ref. 1 a number of recent applications of topology to the physics of fluids can be found. In
the present paper, we consider a classical aspect of topological fluid dynamics, that is, the study of local, qualitative
properties of steady flows based on Taylor expansions of the
governing fields. Oswatitsch,’ Legendre,3 and Lighthill have
used this point of view to describe the flow in the vicinity of
a point of separation of a solid boundary.
Developments during the last decades in the qualitative
theory of dynamical systems, in particular bifurcation theory,
have shed new light on the subject; see, for example, the
review by Tobak and Peake5 and the monograph by Bakker.’
Also, modern computer algebra systems are most useful in
keeping track of the many series coefficients involved (cf.
Perry and Chong’).
Lugt was the first to apply topological fluid mechanics to
Rows near fluid interfaces in two dimensions’ with some
generalizations to three dimensions.’ In the present paper we
reconsider the two-dimensional problem in a more general
setting, first of all avoiding Lugt’s assumption that the interface is circular, and allowing the interface to take an arbitrary
shape.
Bifurcations in the flow patterns occur when parameters
are varied across certain degenerate values. We give a complete description of the bifurcations-or,
in the language of
singularity theory, unfoldings-that depend on expansion coefficients up to second order. This complements similar studies by Dallmann” and Bakker for the flow close to a planar
wall.
The general theory is used to study the change of the
streamline pattern as a two-dimensional wave steepens and
breaks. Our analysis shows that the series of patterns of
mean streamlines conjectured by Banner and Melville”
agrees with the simplest possible combination that obtains
from an analysis of a steady flow.
A result of our investigation is that possible gradients of
surface tension enter at an early order. Such gradients occur
in the presence of a contaminant film on the surface. In the
flow below a stagnant film, the Reynolds Ridge,” we show
that separation or attachment must occur at points on the
2730
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We consider the steady, two-dimensional flow of two
immiscible tluids. The interface is given by x2= f(xl) with
Auid l-below and fluid 2 above. We assume that the coordinate system is translated and rotated such that
f(O)=f'(O)=O.
See Fig. 1. For fluid k, (k= 1,2), the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations
in component notation
*are
Ij)dk)
-= I
C?Xi

0
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Here ( uik) , u$!‘) are the velocity components, pck) is the
press’ure, PU,,ik ,g are the ViSCOSity, density, and acceleration
of gravity, and r= (cos a, sin a) is the vertical direction vector, (Y being the angle between the x,-axis and the vertical
direction.
The normal vector, the tangential vector, and the radius
of curvature of the interface at (x1 ,f(x,)) are
n=(l+f’(Q)-I’*(-f’(Xt),l),

(3)

t=(l+f'(X1j2)-1'2(1,f'(Xlj),

(4)

R=(l+f’(x,)*)s’z
-II

(5)

f (x1)

The kinematic boundary condition at the interface is that the
velocity field must be parallel to the interface,
n.uw=O.
I I

(6)

At the interface, surface tension (+ contributes to the
stress by
17)
where s measures arclength of the interface. Since
ds”=(l

1070-6631/94/6(8)/2730/8/$6.00
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(8)
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Having found possible flow topologies on each side of this
streamline, we will later use the dynamic boundary conditions (9)-(11) or (13)-(14) to patch together these configurations across the interface.
Thus, we here consider a flow satisfying Eqs. (l)-(2)
and the kinematic boundary condition (6) only. Inserting the
expansions (l-5)-(16) here, a number of equations involving
the expansion coefficients can be derived. There are, however, more unknowns than equations; the missing information is in boundary conditions away from the interface.
However, some of the coefficients can be determined.
We first note that all b,,, can be eliminated, since
b,,,= -FIG. 1. The geometry of the problem. The interface is given by the curve
x2=f(xIj
with fluid 1 below and fluid 2 above. The vector r denotes the
vertical direction.

ni~~~‘tj+~(l

+f’(xl)‘)=“‘=ni~~‘tj,
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Equation (9) expresses continuity of the tangential component of velocity across the interface, while Eqs. (lo)-(11)
are continuity of tangential and normal stresses. The viscous
stress tensor is

&ik) aujk)
$)=Pk(,x+z
Ii*
I

02)

If the stresses in fluid 2 are neglected, the interface is a
free surface. Then continuity of tangential velocity cannot be
imposed, and continuity of stresses reduces to
(13)

,

-p”)+~i~~;!iz+~~o.

(14)

J R

follows from continuity. Assuming that the interface is
smooth, we can write
08)

,,=2

19

7

a n+1m+1

f(x,)=c St&.

we get the dynamic boundary conditions at the interface
t.r~!‘
I I )=f.Uw
II

n+l
m

The remaining bnO can be found from Eq. (6) expressed in
terms of aiCmand s,, .
Furthermore, all derivatives of the pressure can be eliminated using the Navier-Stokes equations. This leaves p determined except for its (arbitrary) value at the origin, COO.
Finally, some of the a,,x can be eliminated from the NavierStokes equations, the lowest order term being of third order.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we will only consider
truncations of (15) up to the second order. Thus, the NavierStokes equations do not give us any direct information on the
coefficients arlm , and the results in this section depend only
on the continuity equation (1).
Note, that the coefficients a nm?b nm are directly related to
the viscous stress tensor (12) and its derivatives evaluated at
the origin. For example,

Truncating the velocity field after second-order terms,
the resulting equations for the streamlines are
k~=~1=aoo+aloxl+ao,xz+a20x~~a~~x~x~+a~~x~,
(20)

III. FLOW TOPOLOGY IN ONE FLUID
A. Taylor expansions

(21)

To study the local properties of the flow, the fields in
each Auid are expanded in Taylor series based at the origin,
m

*
a(k) -If IN
r*m~lX? 3

b(fdXnXm
nm 127

(15)

,I + m = 0

,I + m = 0
x2

p’@=

2

c;2;;xyx~ .

(16)

,* + III = 0

In the present section we consider the flow in one fluid only
and drop the superscripts for convenience. We provisionally
think of the interface ~z=f(~r)
as an internal streamline.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 8, August 1994

B. Regular and degenerate singular

polnts

If aoo=O, the origin is a singular point for (20)-(21).
Linearizing, the system matrix is

J=(a;”a::,).

GQ

Assuming first that a to< 0, we see that the origin is a
saddle with eigenvalues a1 o, -a ro, the stable direction being determined by the eigenvector (1,0) corresponding to
the flow on the interface. The unstable direction is given by
Motten BrQns
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Thus, by an appropriate choice of x0, we have effectively reduced the number of parameters by one, since aoo,
alo, and aol only appear in the combinations A, V. Bakker6
refers to this as the movement principle.
In the degenerate case aoo=alo=O
we get
h=O, v=aol. Then the origin of (27)-(28) is a singular
point with linearization
JFIG. 2. Streamlines in the vicinity of a singular point on the distinguished
streamline x?=~(xI). All figures are shown in the physical (x1 ,x*)-plane.
(a) Nondegenerate point, a,, # 0. (b) Simple degeneracy, A = 0, v>O. The
rest of the figures show the double degeneracy A= v=O. (c) D>O. (d)
D=O. (ej D<O.

the other eigenvector, (aor ,-2aro).
Thus, the origin is a
stagnation point, and the slope of the dividing streamline is
tanO=-2

~,-Z

03)

712

The new variables (5,~) have the interface as the line v= 0,
and the origin is translated x0 along the xl-axis. This transforms (20)-(21) to

(24)
alo+2d2x0+2d,5+~

57 ,
i

where
d2=a20+s2aoI.

CN

Now assume dz # 0. This is a nondegeneracy condition
which we will assume from now on, unless explicitly stated,
whenever second-order terms are involved. Without loss of
generality we will even assume d2>0, since, if necessary,
this may be obtained by reversal of the sense of time. By
choosing
aI0
x0=-=

>

the c-term in (24) and the p-term in (25) vanish. We then get
the system
~=X+v~+d2~2+all~~+a02~2,

(27)

,

CW

0’1

(30)

If v# 0, zero is an eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity two
and geometric multiplicity one. This is a simple degeneracy
since only one parameter fakes a degenerate value. Andronov’s classification scheme’3’6 gives an algorithm to determine the local phase portrait. Using this, a simple calculation shows that the origin is a topological saddle. Thus, a
number of separatrices (dividing streamlines) meet at the origin. These can be found from the Ansatz
(31)

as trajectories for (27)-(28). For each n, A = 0 is a solution,
representing the interface. The lowest n for which trajectories (31) exist determines the number and local shape of the
separatrices.
In the present case, n=2, and

1 afo
X=aoo ---4 d2

Y

v=aol-

This represents a locally parabolic separatrix which is below
the interface if d2 and v have the same sign and above the
interface if d2 and v have opposite signs. See Fig. 2(b).
A double degeneracy occurs when X = v= 0. Here the
linear part J of (27)-(28) vanishes. Such systems are traditionally studied by blow-up techniques; i.e., singular transformations of coordinates,‘3V6but we may also proceed as
above to find possible separatrices. Indeed, trajectories of the
form (31) with n= 1 exist when
2aozA2+3allA+6d2=0.

alla10
2d2

-
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i32)

Imposing here the further nondegeneracy condition ao2
f 0, the discriminanf of the second-order equation (32) is
D=9af,-48an2d2.

(33)

If D >O, (32) has two solutions, each corresponding to locally linear separatrices. If D = 0, one locally linear separatrix exist. If D<O, there are no separatrices except the interface. See Fig. 2(c)-2(e).
Note, that while cases (a) and (d) are topologically alike,
they are geometrically different. In case (a), the leading order
terms in the streamfunction are quadratic, and the streamlines are locally hyperbolas. In case (d), the leading order
terms are cubic, and the streamlines are third-order curves.
C. Unfolding

with the new parameters

2732

o

v=x2-f(x*).

5=x1 --x0,

(

v

~=Ae+&.(5”+~)

for ao1 # 0. If aor=O, O= 7r/2. See Fig. 2(a). If aIo>O, the
geometry is the same but with the flow reversed.
If aIo=O, zero is a double eigenvalue of J, and higher
order terms determine the topology. In the following analysis, it will be convenient to introduce new variables

+7=-v

i

0

the simple degeneracy

X=0

To study the dynamics when the parameters take values
close to the degenerate cases, we first identify all singular
points of the system (27)-(28).
Mot-ten Brbns
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x < 0

x=0

A>0

FIG. 3. Unfolding of the simple degeneracy A = 0, v>O.

On the interface where 7’0,
given by

the singular points are

.
a-.

Thus, two singular points exist when X has opposite sign of
d2. As X approaches 0 they merge and disappear when X
changes sign. A stability analysis show that these points are
saddles when X # 0, with eigenvalues + I/-.
The singular points which may be off the interface satisfy

FIG. 4. Unfolding of the double degeneracy X= v=O, D<O.

where D is given by (33).
Now consider X close to zero and V# 0. Then (35) has
one solution which is close to the origin,
v=

-;+G(x2).

plete picture. It appears that the separatrices of the offinterface singular points form a homoclinic loop right after
the birth of the points. When A approacheszero from below,
there is no homoclinic loop but a heteroclinic cycle connecting the singular points on the interface. Thus, there must be
an additional global bifurcation in between.

Evaluating the Jacobian J of (27)-(28) at the singular point
one finds
detJ= -2d2X+@[XZ).
Thus, as h goes through zero, a singular point crosses the
interface, at the same time changing its type from saddle
(det JCO) to center (det J>O). Figure 3 shows the bifurcation diagram for v>O.

\G

.
=y!2!5J
-... .3%L
‘\-.\\Y2
2
-.-.=-$A
2 = -=A

D. Unfolding the double degeneracy X=0,

‘.

D

2

\.
‘\
‘\

g\

v=O

‘5
*.
:

When both X and v are small, the solutions of (3.9,

\

:

(36)
are close to the origin. This represents two singular points
that merge and disappear at a bifurcation point satisfying
&+ (D/12d2) X = 0. Close to the bifurcation the two singular points are a saddle and a center. At the bifurcation, they
have merged to a cusp point. When v#O, the results of the
previous section hold. Thus, as X crosses zero, one of the
singular points (36) crosses the interface and changes its
type.
This gives a complete description of the unfolding in the
case D CO. The resulting bifurcation diagram is shown in
Fig. 4.
For D>O, similar local bifurcations arise, as shown in
Fig. 5. However, the local bifurcations cannot give a comPhys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 8, August 1994

FIG. 5. Unfolding of the double degeneracy X= v=O, D>O. The dashed
line is the global bifurcation curve.
Morten Brdns
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To find this bifurcation, we consider the streamfunction
of the system (27j-(28),
$=7(X+

4 uq+d&*+

t alltq+

$zaoza2)

(37)

where the level $= 0 contains the interface. Inserting the
off-interface saddle point given by (34)-(35) one finds that
t,b=O here when
(38)
For this combination of parameters, three saddle points
are connected in a heteroclinic cycle, and with the bifurcation set given by (38) the bifurcation diagram is complete.
The final case, D=O, will not be treated here, since its
unfolding depends on third-order terms.

IV. FLOW TOPOLOGY OF THE VISCOUS INTERFACE
A. The regular case
To patch the flow field together across the interface, the
pressure coefficients c,, in each fluid are first determined
from the Navier-Stokes equations (2). Then the dynamic
boundary conditions (9)-(11) are used to express the coefficients in fluid 2 in terms of those in fluid 1. The result is

FIG. 6. “Refraction” of a dividing streamline at a regular singular point on
the viscous interface.

s=--

tan 0”)
tan

u\b’ ah:)

(j"'-a[,2,'~=~

i

l+GJ

712 1

.

(47)

In the absence of a surface tension gradient, (47) is a
“refraction law,” first discovered by Lugt,s which says that
the ratio S of the slopes of the dividing streamlines depends
only on the physical properties of the fluids. Surface tension
gradients will give a correction that depends on the actual
stresses in the interface (Fig. 6).
B. The simple degeneracy

g&&)‘,

(39)

For the transformed parameters we find
xP.)=x(l) 7

(48)

CZ$=&/,

(40)

d’*‘+’

(49)

2

a)):‘+ 2s*p&~ Cl)+5

ug=z

(41)

P2 ’

a~~)=abb)-s2,uR(ab’
,)+2~~~)~~) 2.22
c

P2

ue)=z

1

a’t:)+2~~~(3abb’s,-1((lb)~~)+ll,

’
2c2

Thus, when the flow is degenerate in one fluid (A =0) the
same is the case in the other. Also, the second-order nondegeneracy condition d2 # 0 is valid simultaneously in both
fluids.
Here we consider a simple degeneracy in fluid 1,
A(‘)=0 , ~(‘1 # 0. We find

(43)
,w&..L
P2

ub”:=fi

u$+~;--;~

P2
+&

+

3spo
-+
P2

abb’all,+3~~~(2ab’o)~?+ab:‘
s~
&
6s~~
-“-

,

P2

where
pR,LL’ - 1,
P2

(45)

and the surface tension which may vary along the interface
has been expanded in a series
‘XI
CT=c rnx;‘.
(46)
n=O
Note that the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations is
apparent in Eq. (44).
It follows that if the origin is a regular singular point in
(r) # 0), the same holds in fluid 2. From
fluid 1 (afo)=O, alo
(23) we find
2734
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v(l)+zL
P2 .

@3

The phase portraits of Fig. 2 may be patched together
across the interface as shown in Fig. 7. In the absence of a
surface tension gradient v(l) and ~(a) have the same sign,
and only cases (a) or (g) are possible, that is, only one fluid
can have a dividing streamline. The same will hold for sufficiently small surface tension gradients. The other cases (e)
and (f) are possible in the presence of a sufficiently strong
surface pressure gradient.
The unfolding of case (g) where the flow in fluid 2 has a
dividing streamline, is shown in Fig. 8. The bifurcation is
shown in a global setting where the separatrix in fluid 2 at
the degeneracy reconnects to the interface at some stagnation
point S. Inside the loop formed by the separatrix and the
interface at least one singular point must exist. The simplest
case is when this is a center, and the loop forms one large
eddy.
This picture matches the mean streamlines conjectured
by Banner and Melville (Ref. 11, Fig. 2) for the flow over a
broken wave. When seen from the rest system of the wave,
breaking is signaled by the creation of a stagnation point on
Morten Brc5ns
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ix

A

“W = 0, D@) > 0

toplogy is mainly determined by the equation of continuity.
Even if the coefficients a,rm are functions of time, the equations for the streamlines must at each instant be of the form
(20)-(21). Also, the predictions from a topological investigation are robust in the sense that they do not depend on
specific parameter values, but only involve certain inequalities. Thus, one may expect that the mean streamlines agree
with the ones found by analyzing a steady flow, which is
indeed the case here.

fi

“(2) = 0, DO) = 0

#) = 0, DC’) < 0

C. The double degeneracy
Even if the flow in lluid 1 has only a simple degeneracy,
Eq. (50) shows that the flow in fluid 2 can have a double
degeneracy. Returning to physical variables, we find that
d2)= 0 when
(1)
u1= -712,
61)
that is, when tangential stress in fluid 1 balances the surface
tension gradient. The flow in fluid 2 then depends on the sign
of the parameter D defined in (33). We find

(-i.&/-..+

ym = 0, DC*) > 0

ym = 0, DP) = 0

yw = 0, D(Z) < 0

D’2)=9a(2’2-48a~~)~~2)
11

_“_i
u”‘+3p,d&1)
P2 O2

FIG. 7. Flow topologies near the viscous interface when fluid 1 has a simple
dcgeneracy()rt’)=O,I’t’)#
0).

the interface. Our bifurcation analysis shows that the simplest possible way this can happen is as shown in Fig. 8. It
must, of course, be realized that the breaking of waves is an
unsteady process. However, the present study shows that the

vo+6
+3 P2

SZ’Tl
__
CL2iI.

From the available information, nothing can be said about
the sign of Dc2), and consequently all of the configurations
(c)-(e) and (h)-(j) in Fig. 7 may occur. We can also find the
unfoldings of these degenerate configurations-except
for
the cases with D=O-by
patching together the bifurcation
diagrams in Figs. 3-5. This is a straightforward procedure,
and as an example we consider the unfolding of case (e).
Here the natural parameters to vary are h(‘)=X(‘)=h
close
to zero, and the surface tension gradient close to its degenerate value, (T, = ,CL~
vr . The result is shown in Fig. 9.
The flows in both fluids have a double degeneracy if
cr, = 0. In that case, any of the 9 possible combinations of
the degenerate Ilows in Fig. 2 on each side of the interface
may occur, since any combination of signs of DC’! and
Dc2) is possible. Again, for the four cases with D(‘),D(”
Z 0, the unfoldings can be found from combinations of the
Figs. 4 and 5.
V. FLOW TOPOLOGY OF THE FREE SURFACE
A. Regular and degenerate singular

points

Below a free surface, the boundary conditions (13)-(14)
give the following relations between the coefficients:

ccc

(52)

s
all=2alosz-6aOO~j-2
FIG. 8. Unfolding of a degenerate singular point in the case where only fluid
7, separates, case (g) in Fig. 7, here shown in a global context. The heavy
line is the interface. (a) Wave prior to breaking. (b) Degenerate configuration. Cc) Wave after breaking.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 8, August 1994

ao2=-

P

2P

u2

F,

(53)

3
~oo~,o-3~20-~(s2~,+~~s~oj.

(54)
Mot-ten Brdns
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A &f)

which generalizes “surface vorticity equals twice the curvature times tangential surface velocity” (Ref. 14, p. 366), to
include surface tension gradients. Moreover, for the vorticity
flux we get

- CJ,

~u(V~)~~=-p~oo~~~+4~~~~+6(~~~~+~2~~)

(59)

which generalizes a result by Lugt [Ref. 8, Eq. (39)] to cover
surface tension gradients and change of curvature of the surface.
The unfoldings of the degeneracies are immediately
found from the unfoldings described in Sec. III.

-

B. Flow below a stagnant film

FIG. 9. Unfolding of the degeneracy (e) from Fig. 7.

If uoo= 0, the origin is a singular point. If a to # 0, the
point is nondegenerate, and a dividing streamline as in Fig.
2(a) exists. The slope of the streamline is found from Eq.
(2%
P
r11
tan 8=2 - ato=-,
Vl
ff1

In the steady flow below a stagnant film of surfaceactive material, variation of the surface tension along the
film may give rise to a small disturbance of the surface-the
Reynolds ridge. The asymptotic theory of Harper and
Dixonf5 gives a good description of the actual shape of the
surface,” but gives no detailed information on the flow topology. Here we consider the problem from the topological
point of view.
Assuming the distribution of surface matter to be smooth
and to give rise to a smooth distribution of surface tension,
the theory of the previous section applies. If vertical diffusion of surface matter is neglected, the surface must be stationary in a steady flow. This imposes the further boundary
condition at the surface,
til~i’0.

(60)

Since the surface for (24)-(25) is given by v=O, we immediately get, taking x0 = 0,

and 9= 7r/2 if (TV= 0. In particular, if the surface tension is
constant, the dividing streamline is perpendicular to the interface.
In the degenerate case, aoo=ulo= 0, we find

dz=ulO=uOo=O.

(61)

Furthermore, from the boundary conditions (52)~(,54) and
the definition (26) of d2 we get
l.q1=--,

Ul

P

2a,

a,,= --)

P

un2= -3

2s$r* +s30-0
P

.
(62j

and we get a simple degeneracy, uo1 + 0, only if (+, # 0. In
that case, the toplogy of the flow is as shown one of the sides
of the interface in Fig. 2(b). If v and d2 have the same sign,
the topology is as below the surface in the figure, while the
other side is relevant if the parameters have opposite signs.
If in addition ul =0, the origin is a double degenerate
singular point. The topology is determined by the sign of

With this, the equations for both 6 and + will have a factor
vf,~, on the right-hand side. Since division by a common
factor does not change the trajectories, we get the equations
for the streamlines

D=9u;,-48u,,d,=36(

We see that the origin is a stagnation point only if crl = 0.
The eigenvalues are -2g2 and ~7~with eigenvectors (1,O)
and (ss (TV,- ~7~) respectively, when a2 f 0. Thus, when
~a>0 the dividing streamline in the fluid is the unstable
separatrix of the stagnation point, and the flow diverges from
the surface here. If ~a<i), the dividing streamline is the
stable separatrix, and the flow attaches to the surface.
Phrased differently: The flow below a stagnantfilm separates
where the surface tension has a local minimum and attaches
where the surface tension hus a local muximum.
We also find the slope of the dividing streamline as

%)2+1440,,j

u20+?),
157)

Since D may be of any sign, all configurations in Figs.
2(c)-2(e) may occur. This generalizes a result by Lugt* who
considered a circular surface. Here s3 = 0, and only D>O is
possible.
The vorticity at the origin is easily computed as
(58)
2736
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[= -crl-2u2~-3(2s2ul+s,uo)~,

63)

Tj=a,!??.

(641
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tan f3= -_

cJ.2
s3(+0 .

(65)
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